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• Politics and policy
• Higher education doesn’t seem to be an issue in 2019 election

Investment, if any, likely in the vocational (TAFE) sector

• Climate change is, which is something

• Fact-hostile environment growing in Australia

MEASLES ?!

• Physics and astronomy continues to be exciting

2019 context
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• Train outage is ~7 months away!

(New metro is ~13 months away!!)

• MQ Observatory phase I upgrade 

is very highly ranked Faculty goal

Macquarie context 12 months ago
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• Some emerging budget alarm bells

• Slow steps towards new 

building plans continues

• Two major offsite buildings

at 44-50 Waterloo Rd opening for

Engineering



• Series of triggers

• 2017 MYEFO caps on 2018/19 undergrad enrolments

• Global shift in demand away from finance/accountancy

• Much more competitive international marketplace

• Our international enrolments suffered in 2018 just
as they were recovering from the 2014 dip

• Impacts

• Tightening of all budgets, except HDR

• Shortage of new scholarships for all kinds of HDR study

• Reduction in casual teaching, esp. workshop style

• Curriculum architecture restructure as strategy for 
improving market position

• Outlook

• Very tight 2019

• Enrolments this year encouraging, esp in FSE 

• Cautious recovery in 2020…

2018 budget issues



• Train outage is ~7 months away!

(New metro is ~13 months away!!)

• MQ Observatory phase I upgrade 

is very highly ranked Faculty goal

Macquarie context 12 months ago
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• Some emerging budget alarm bells

• Slow steps towards new 

building plans continues

• Two major offsite buildings

at 44-50 Waterloo Rd opening for

Engineering



• Train opening is ~ 1 month away!

• StationLink and MQ’s prep was actually pretty well done

What happened
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• Space requirements and strategic case 

developed for physical sciences building

TBD: relationship with School of Eng. Space

• Next step, architects brief

• NB: we do not yet have a Go Build decision.



Observatory and AfA
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• Phase I observatory upgrade approved early March

• Builders are on site

• Official opening targeting September

Observatory is fully operational during upgrade



Observatory and AfA
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• Progress to date…



Patron Prof. Fred Watson
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• Prof. Fred Watson is now officially (a first for MQ)
Patron of the MQ Observatory and the 
Association for Astronomy

• 30 odd years at AAO

• Expert in dark skies and astronomy communication

• Now Australia’s Astronomer-at-large with 
Dept of Industry

• Hon. Prof. and still working at AAO-MQ

• Role
• Speaking events

• Observatory nights

• Astronomy student 
mentoring

• …



P&A: 

• FSE up 9.8% on STLY

• P&A Session 1 down 2.9%, 

• Tied to ASTR170 and Eng enrolments

• Need to defend ASTR170 and ASTR178

• P&A S1+S2, currently ~1980, (3.6% increase over STLY)

Heading for over 2500 by S2

• 2020 will change a number of service units

• Short term roughly neutral for Engineering, long term positive

• Positive for Chiro

• Neutral to positive for medical sciences and long term positive

• BEducation programs should be positive

Update – L&T
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Year Declared Majors (in BSc + curr enr only)

2015 65

2016 72

2017 88: 44 Astro, 44 Physics

2018 80: 34 Astro, 46 Physics

2019 75: 29 Astro, 46 Physics



Enrolment trends
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Enrolment trends
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Enrolments in 2019
• 54  PhD (68 STLY) 

• 22 MRes (26 STLY)

Research in 2018: HDR 
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2019 April Bronwyn Reichardt Chu MRes Constraining Variations in the Stellar Initial Mass Function with the Fornax3D Survey

Ceremony Fergus Longbottom MRes Characterising the Impact of Systematic Flat Field Errors in Hunstman Telescope Data

Gurvarinder MRes High Altitude Star Formation and the Superbubble Connection

Matthew Joliffe MRes Low temperature confocal spectroscopy in bright nanodiamonds

Sobia Rehman MRes An integrated hybrid-chip-fibre platform for the generation of mid-infrared light

Jemy Geordy MRes with Distinction Diamond nitrogen vacancy spins as engineered quantum sensors

Aziz Ul Rehman PhD Optical Diagnosis And Auto-Fluorescence Quenching Quantification of Biological Tissues

Jacob Evans PhD Rare-earth nitrides: Ferromagnetic Semiconductors with Spintronic Applications.

Kaixin Zhang PhD Cytokine Detection Methodologies on Optical Fiber Substrate

Wenjie Chen PhD Gene silencing system based on lipid nanoparticles.

2018 Sept Anita Petzler MRes Probing the Galactic ISM in OH Absorption

Ceremony Arvind Hughes MRes Needles in a Haystack: Advanced Statistical Techniques and Large Stellar Spectroscopic Datasets

Qiang Wang MRes Exploring energy distribution of photon upconversion and downconversion luminescence in lanthanide-doped nanoparticles

Carlos Humberto Bacigalupo PhD Improving the Radial Velocity Precision of the HERMES Spectrograph to Enable Exoplanet Detection

Christoph Wieschendorf PhD Pulsed laser sources utilising liquid crystals as intracavity modulators

Colin Navin PhD Galactic Achaeology with Hermes

Michael Cowley PhD The Evolutionary Impact of Supermassive Black Holes on their Host Galaxies

Soumya Sarang PhD Gain characteristics in single mode pumped diamond raman lasers

Tiago Almeida Ortega PhD Frequency extension of solid-state THz lasers.

Vincent Ng PhD Optical and Plasmonic Coupling in Linear and Nonlinear Regimes

Completions in 2018
• 11 PhD (13 in 2017)

• 9 MRes (5 in 2017) incl Jemy Geordy awarded with Distinction 
(and graduating on April 26 with her peers)

• Completions trend 2015-2018 is steady at ~20 per year



Scopus:  affil(physics and astronomy) AND affil(macquarie university)

• 2018 publications: 
~179 papers at about 80 cites/mth
(2017: 169 papers, 2016: 168, 2015: 150, 2014: 167)

• 2018 in some journals

• 1 Nature Astr., 1 Nature Comm., 2 Phys. Rev. Lett, 2 PRX

• 54 MNRAS, 20 AA, 20 ApJ, 3 ApJLett, 

• 9 OpEx,  2 OpLett

• ERA 2018

• 5 in 02 – Physical Sciences

• 5 in 0201 – Astronomy & Space

• 5 in 0205 – Optical Physics

• 4 in 0206 – Quantum Physics

Research in 2018 – Publications
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• Three new/retooled MQRCs

• MQ Photonics (IV?)  (Dir: J. Dawes, Deps: R. Mildren, D. Spence, S. Jackson)

We seek to build on our established reputation for research excellence to greatly enhance our activities with partner-funded 
research and research commercialization, and increase our social and economic impact. 
A coordinated approach to business and end-user engagement (including specifically funding an industry liaison officer and 
related activities) will enable us to achieve a strong pivot to industry.

• Centre for Quantum Engineering (Dir: G. Brennen, Dep: D. Terno), 
Redefine what materials and processes we can design with quantum mechanics.

• Centre for Diamond Science and Technology (Dir: J. Twamley, Dep: R. Mildren)

To leverage the expertise throughout Macquarie University, across Departments and Faculties to spearhead the development
of tomorrow's diamond-based advanced technologies ranging from new types of light sources through to novel drug delivery 
and brain imaging technologies.

• MQAAAstro
• New Director Prof Orsola De Marco
• Up for renewal this year, merging in AAO

Research in 2018 – MQ research centres
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• Sydney Quantum Academy

• Partnership between USydney, UNSW, UTS and Macquarie

• Funded at $35M over five years, 
50% from NSW Quantum Computing Fund

• Promote education and training in quantum: 
PhD, MRes, Coursework Masters, undergraduate programs, visiting fellows, 
short courses, vocational

• Industry engagement and entrepreneurship seeding

• Government and community engagement

• Promoting Quantum Computing: conference, industry lunchtime events etc.

• ALPhFA2

• Silicon photonics, mid-IR, metamaterials

• France: INL, C2N, Fresnel, FEMTO-ST

• Australia: Macquarie, ANU, RMIT, Sydney, Swinburne

• Continually growing activity with industry and defence partners
Sydney Water, Google, Rigetti, Lockheed Martin, M2,
Next Gen Tech Fund, Defense Innovation Hub…

Research: New partnerships
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• Lots of events:
• Open Day

• AON 

• AfA nights

• Around 20 individual schools events in 2018

• LEAP events incl. Broken Hill tour

• QuantumC2C

• National Youth Science Forum partner days

• Indigenous-focused events

• Redfern Indigenous experience

• Conoco Phillips Science Experience

• Camp Aspire

Outreach 2018/19
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• Adam Joyce now certified as an LSO

• Ben Norton on parental leave during May-June, then part time

• Adam Joyce (L&T/lasers) and Bianca Sawyer (research) will share
tech team management duties

• Election required for new Health & Safety Representative
watch this space

WHS news
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• 2018 - Dept

• Persons of contact poster

• Growing number of Ally Network members

• Pilot of University culture survey

• Hosted IDEA conference

• Application for silver Pleiades award

Equity, Diversity and Inclusion
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• 2018/19 - University

• University wide culture survey. Awaiting results

• Submission of SAGE self-assessment last month

• Towards Gender Equity v2.0 strategy

• Establishment of Faculty-level E&D committees

• Only subject area where all members of Exec Group
have mandatory KPIs

• Ranked world #18 by THE for gender equality
(Behind WSU (#1), Auckland/Edith Cowan,
Sydney & QUT)



• Survey: 10 days in September
analysed by HR’s Office of Workplace Equity and Diversity

• Participation: 103 people=60%: 22 female, 52 male, 29 prefer-not-to-say

• Key findings captured in Pleiades submission (circulated to dept)
and online at the department equity page 

• This year

• E&D committee has made preliminary priority ranking of issues

• Urgency

• Uni/FSE/P&A responsibility

• Resourcing of training sessions

• Focus groups on unexpected/strongly-gendered issues 

• Also

• University “Your say” survey in May/June will introduce similar questions for first time
and track every two years

• Academic casual staff will be offered 30 mins paid time to participate

Culture survey update
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Fairness

Workplace culture survey – selected outcomes
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Student fairness

Workplace culture survey – selected outcomes
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Commitment to EDI

Workplace culture survey – selected outcomes
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75% of academic staff and 60% of professional staff agreed that “Work related social activities in my department are 
welcoming and inclusive”. However, while 81% of male PhD students agreed, just 26% of women did. 



Workplace culture survey – selected outcomes
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• Culture survey follow-up

• Finalise response to 2018 culture survey for 2019/2020 goals

• Focus groups with female HDR students and staff to investigate particular negative 
results in culture survey and identify appropriate actions

• Establish staff/student group to draft Student Culture Statement

• Training

• Staff Drawing the Line workshops on acceptable behaviour and effective bystanding

• Promotion of student training opportunities through R.N.A.

• Develop induction materials related to EDI

• More staff with mental health first aid training

• Outreach and engagement

• Continue to improve completeness of representation monitoring in seminars, colloquia, media etc

• More formal targets for regional/remote/low-SES/Indigenous schools & communities in outreach 

• 50/50 target for gender reach in schools

• Linkages

• Stronger connections with other faculty groups

• Engagement with new FSE body as it emerges

P&A Equity & Diversity Goals 2019
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Always scope for new 
membership from all stages, 
genders and backgrounds 

– contact Emma Hastings



Need support?
• https://students.mq.edu.au/support/wellbeing/support

• Macquarie Queer Space, Ally network, Walanga Muru, Women’s Collective, 
University religious societies

• https://staff.mq.edu.au/work/diversity-and-community/accessibility

• Employee assistance program (EAP): Benestar 1300 360 364
https://staff.mq.edu.au/work/wellbeing/employee-assistance-program

P&A Equity & Diversity
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• Resources section at the Equity & Diversity link 
from https://physics.mq.edu.au

• Macquarie HR and Safety pages
• Approach, email or call any of these people

https://students.mq.edu.au/support/wellbeing/support
https://staff.mq.edu.au/work/diversity-and-community/accessibility
https://staff.mq.edu.au/work/wellbeing/employee-assistance-program
https://physics.mq.edu.au/


• Alone or pairs

• Go to               https://socrative.com

• Click                Student Login

• Room name: MQMIKESTEEL

• Go! (Answers are anonymous)

Engagement activity 1 !
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https://socrative.com/


• Awareness of internal and external networks and opportunities

• Separate meeting coming up, current plans

• Resurrect ECR out-of-group mentoring scheme

• Have had some small ECR meetings going along (Mikolaj, Devika)

• Rep needed on Faculty ECR committee

• Highlight interesting funding/visibility opportunities

• NSW govt RAAP funding for conferences (eg Cormac shark meeting)

• Crowdfunding site: https://ignite.mq.edu.au/ (also for HDR)

• Lighthouse articles

ECR focus
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• We have limited formal avenues for communication between HDR students
and Department leadership

• Concerns raised in 2018 particularly about casual staffing issues

• Much work on that since, but indicates opportunity for better formal structure

• No vehicle for dealing with contentious or confusing issues

• Likewise, leadership struggles to disseminate news/opportunities 
to student body

• Some kind of “HDR Forum” could provide a structure to address this

HDR communications
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Purpose

Improve the effectiveness of identifying and addressing areas of concern for HDR students and opportunities for 
improvement, without replacing or excluding any existing structures or lines of communication

Form

• Some kind of representative group, meeting periodically, alone and with Dept leadership staff

• More than that is for discussion (in a minute)

Why do this

• Allow a clear approach for students to present their concerns, issues, ideas or feedback to the wider Department and its leadership

• Build a student-Department relationship that isn’t restricted to the student-supervisor relationship

• An established path for Department leadership to seek student feedback on matters raised by Department committees

• Reflect Department strategic goals: 

• to improve productivity and impact, improve operations and culture

• build an inclusive workplace that is responsive to the views and needs of all members of the Department

Scope
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Why we should maybe do this

• Allow a clear approach for students to present their concerns, issues, ideas or 
feedback to the wider Department and its leadership

• Build a student-Department relationship that isn’t restricted to the student-
supervisor relationship

• An established path for Department leadership to seek student feedback on 
matters raised by Department committees

• Reflect Department strategic goals: 

• to improve productivity and impact, improve operations and culture

• build an inclusive workplace that is responsive to the views and needs of all members of the 
Department

Why you should not engage

• I’m too busy, it’s a distraction from research and my thesis

• It won’t make any difference, “The Department” will do what it wants anyway

Scope
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• Discuss in groups (balance of HDR and staff)

• Log out and relogin ( ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ ) to https://socrative.com

• Click                Student Login

• Room name: MQMIKESTEEL

• Go! (Answers are anonymous)

Engagement activity 2 !
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